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Why do companies decide 
to migrate to the cloud?

 

Whole 95% of customers opt for the cloud right from the start. 
What's more, 90% of customers who originally chose a server 

solution and have recently migrated to the cloud say they would 
recommend the change to others.

 
 So why are so many Atlassian customers choosing the cloud?

 
Read on to find out the top three reasons why companies 

choose the cloud!
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When it comes to total cost of ownership, the equation is different with
cloud computing. The cloud has integrated security, compliance
security and governance features. With the time and effort you used to
spend on these tasks, you can now focus on core business tasks
instead. 65% of the customers surveyed have decided to move to the
cloud to save on hosting and hardware costs.

The 3 most important
reasons:

Atlassian takes a cloud-first approach, which means that a large
majority of the investment in innovation, research and development is in
cloud computing. For our customers this means huge benefits such as
instant access to the latest innovations, updates, security upgrades and
compliance features. They benefit from the latest and cutting-edge
achievements from Atlassian and never have to wonder if you're still up
to date or if you're already behind the curve.

Cloud teams can be more productive due to better integrations as well as the
fact that cloud apps for mobile devices respond faster and collaborate more
easily. Cloud customers can also increase capacity, launch new projects more
quickly and train entire departments without losing valuable time. That's why
it's no surprise that faster IT deployment is one of the most important reasons
why companies switch to the cloud.

ROI

Innovation

Value-added time
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> We are your reliable partner
For Cloud, Atlassian, DevOps & Agile Software Development Atlassian from Austria’s leading specialist
We are one of the leading experts in the DACH region for the Atlassian ecosystem, which is strongly focused on team
collaboration.
As a Platinum Solution Partner Enterprise, we help companies in a variety of ways: From consulting and
implementation to custom development and training.

> DevOps: We’ve been doing it since before the hype.
In everything we do, we work with DevOps principles and methodologies. Large companies hire us to propagate,
teach and implement them at scale, focusing on all factors: People, Processes and Technology.
You can read more about our offering and our understanding of DevOps principles and methodologies here.

> Cloud migration: best possible journey and adoption
We are an AWS partner specializing in launching enterprise cloud journeys and accelerating cloud adoption and
migration. We transform PoCs into enterprise-ready environments to give you innovation advantages while ensuring
security, governance, resilience and cost efficiency.

> Agile development: no compromises
We design, develop, deliver and operate custom solutions at any scale for customers of any size.
We deliver backends, front-ends, mobile apps, CLIs and other system integrations.
In the cloud and on-premise, with the right technologies and best practices. Batteries included - for over 10+ years.

How ByteSource can
help you!

Our satisfied clients

If you would like 
to find out more
about Atlassian
Cloud products,

contact us!
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Und über 60 weitere...

https://bytesource.net/devops/


BYTESOURCE TECHNOLOGY CONSULTING GMBH

           contact@bytesource.net
+43 1 904 32 400 Damböckgasse 4/3, 1060 Vienna, Austria

Dr-Schauer-Str. 26, 4600 Wels, Austria
www.bytesource.net
https://www.linkedin.com/company/682217


